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SECOND SEMESTER DIPLOMA EXAMINATION IN ENGINEERING/
TECHNOLOGY - OCTOBER, 20T6

TECHNICAL MATHEMATICS - II
(Common to all except DCP and CABM)

lTime: 3 hours

(Maxrnum marks: i00)

PART - A

(Maximum marls: 10)

Marks

I Answer all the questions. Each question carries 2 marks.

1. Evatuate Ii 
x

mr-> 
o x+ I

2. Find the derivative of x+sinx with respect to x.

3. Find the rate of change of area of a square with respect to its side.

4. tntegrate 
"togx 

-1- with respect to x.- x dy.z .

5. Findthedegreeofthedifferential equation ( e) +y = I (5x2=10)

PART - B

(Maximtnn marks: 30)

111 Answer any five questions from-the followng. Each question carries 6 marks.

1. Find the derivative of secx using quotient rule'

2. Ifx2+xY*f :0, *U #
3. The distance described by a particle in t second is given by S :'acost + bsinl

Show that acceleration is proportional to displaceme'nt

4. Evaluate I - sin4x. sinSx. dx

5. Find the area bounded by the curve y : x2 + x and the x-axis.

6. Evaluate J xcosx dx

7. Solve (1+ x3) -{+ 3x2 Y =3x2 (5x6=30)
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Marks

PART- C

(Maximum marks : 60)

(Answer one firll question ftom each ruril Each full question carries 15 marks')

Untr - I

5

)

ltl (a) if y: *{i*a1 + 7x3, find q.

(b) if y : log(tanr/-x), *O *

(c) If y : x@sx, prove that y" /+ 2sinx = Q

On

(b) Dtromtiate r = ffi wi0r respect to x'

ry (a) Ifx : acos3t,y:bsin3t,find #

(c) Evaluate, ri-,-Iql!l s

tj,"-tr - II

V (a) If the distance 's' met€rs travelled by a body in 't' seconds is given by
S = 5t'?-2ft + 12. Find at what time the velocity vanishes. 5

(b) Find the equation of the tangent to the curve y : 3x2 + 2x + 5 at the point
where the curve cuts the y-axis. 5

. (c) A rectangle sheet of metal is 30cm by 14cm. Equal squares are cut off at the
four comers and the remainder is folded up to form an open rectangular box.
Find the side of the square cr.lt off so that the volume of the box may be

5

On

\{ (a) Fird hvo numbers whose sum is 10 and whose product is maximum. 5

(b) A stone thnown in to srill watcr causes a series of conccnu-rc npples. lf the
radius of the outer ripple is increasing at the rate of 2 meter/sec, how fast is
the area is increasing when the outer ripple has a radius of l0 meters. 5

(c) The area of a square is increasing at the rate of 4 cmr/sec. FIow fast its
side is increasing when it is 8cm long ? 5

5
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N{arks

UNrr - III
'. .\'lI (a) lnrcgrare l\Tr# with respect ro x. 5\ \^ |

O) Integrate r,i I sin 2^ with respect to x. 5

I
(c) Integrate T*.osx with respect to x" 5

On

VUI (a) Integrate xr cosxa with respect to x. 5.

(b) Integrate tarx! secx with respect to x. 5

Jtlz(c) Evaluate J n cos'z x dx. 5

Untr - IV

D( (a) Find the volume .of the soild formed when the area bounded by the curve

x2 = sec2y betwecn y: 0andy=] about y- axis. 5
4

(b) Find the volume of a right circular cone of base radirx r and altitude i rsirg

integr*ion. 5

dv(c) Solve fr = e'sr 5

On

X (a) Find the area bounded by the curve xY = 1 the y-axis and the lines.

5Y= l andY:5'

(b) Find the volume ofa sphere of radius r using integration. 5

(c) Solve 1! : "r'-rr* ":"-zv 
5
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